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Summary 
 
Karola Dorfberger, born in Lodz, Poland, the tenth of eleven children in a close-knit orthodox 
family, describes a poor but happy early life celebrating the Sabbath, weddings and other 
occasions with family and friends; becoming the family caretaker at age 16, both parents having 
died; being age 19 when the Germans invaded Lodz on September 8, changing “Lodz” to 
“Litzmannstadt;” being sent to the Lodz ghetto in January 1939 where the Jewish Community 
Council (Judenrat), headed by Mordechai Chaim Rumkowski (former philanthropist and 
orphanage director), assigned Karola and six family members a single room; living on slim 
rations purchased with “rumkis” (ghetto money sarcastically named for Rumkowski), 
supplemented by thin soup provided at the military uniform shop where she’d been assigned to 
work; breaking up wooden furniture to burn for heat and cooking; witnessing dozens of deaths 
(from dysentery and typhus) and group burials daily; hiding with the six family members in an 
attic during a round-up and emerging the sole residents remaining in the entire building; hiding 
out in empty apartments thereafter; being held as collateral until her brother reported to 
Chemnitz, a staging area near Lodz for deportation to Auschwitz; being released on information 
that her brother already had died; working during 1942-43 at a knitting and crocheting shop 
doing piecework for assembly (outside the ghetto) into garments; resisting direction to move to 
the other side of the ghetto in 1944, when deportation activity increased, and hiding for 2-3 
days in a closet-size room with strangers; being discovered in hiding and, in September 1944, 
sent on the last transport from Lodz to Auschwitz; traveling two days in a packed cattle car with 
five remaining family members; being “processed” at Auschwitz and housed in Block 11 with 
about one thousand other women for five weeks; receiving replacement shoes and garments 
and being forced to walk three km to Bergen-Belsen to “shower;” sitting naked in the gas 
chamber at Bergen-Belsen with 100 other young women for an entire day and, miraculously, 
because of a system malfunction, escaping death; being released from the gas chamber back to 
Camp C of Bergen-Belsen, where she remained for ten weeks (October to end December), 
when soldiers came to select the strongest women for transport to the labor camp at 
Magdeburg; performing quality control duty at the ammunition factory in Magdeburg, 
threatened with hanging should she either accidentally err or intentionally sabotage the 
product; substituting herself for her frail sister when chest x-rays were taken to cull the 
weakest individuals; walking for three weeks on the “Death March,” as the Allies approached, 
stopping on May 9 at a location (unknown) where the Americans and Russians converged to 
inform the marchers of the war’s end and of their liberation; raiding vacated German houses 
for food after liberation; being transported by the Russians back to Lodz to check for survivors; 
obtaining a room in Lodz with her sister and finding work; being contacted by her cousin 
Moishe (Moses), from Reichenbach (then Germany, now Poland), who had learned through the 
Jewish Registry in Lodz that his cousins were there; marrying Moishe and, along with her sister, 
moving to Reichenbach; receiving a card from a sister in Russia who had written to relatives in 
the Sosnowiec ghetto that she was alive and searching for family; being joined by the sister 
from Russia and, with the help of the Bricha, the Jewish underground resettlement 
organization, moved, via Vienna, to Salzburg, Austria, where they lived on a military base for 
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ten months; moving to Rome, where a brother-in-law lived and where they remained for four 
years, and where her son Saul (now living in NYC) was born; immigrating to the U.S. in 1951, 
having been denied entry to Australia and to Canada; being settled in Cleveland by the Jewish 
Settlement Service; learning English from Mrs. Wakshul of the Council of Jewish Women on 
Euclid Avenue in Cleveland; attending and graduating from evening high school; being grateful 
for a good life with her husband, who initially obtained work in Cleveland through the Jewish 
Vocational Service and who, for 25 years (as of the date of the interview) was affiliated with the 
Telshe Rabbinical College in Cleveland; and being happy to live near her sisters, Mrs. Hannah 
Tell and Mrs. Kinbaum.  
 
(summary by Eva Kleederman) 
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